
JOE HAEFLING
Frontend Engineer

SKILLS

Frameworks & Languages
 - React
 - Redux
 - jQuery 
 - HTML / CSS
 - SASS
 - React Testing Library
 - Jest
 - Mocha / Chai
 - Cypress 

Systems & Practices
 - Git / Version Control
 - OOP
 - Test Driven Development

EXPERIENCE

Shift Supervisor

North Metro Community Services
01/2018 to 12/2019

Vocational Trainer

Supervised and trained individuals with developmental disabilities in
order to increase job skills. 
Accurately maintained timesheets and tracked job performance to
assure compliance with state requirements.

North Metro Community Services 
01/2016 to 12/2017

PROJECTS

Gift of Gab

Gift of Gab was created to be an affordable, smaller,
alternative to a Dynavox designed to work on your phone or
tablet. It was  created to assist individuals who are unable
to communicate reliably with their own voices due to
cognitive, language and physical impairments.

Tech: React/Hooks, Cypress, Redux, CSS, React Router

Artistry
Is an application that allows the user to explore different
artists without any pervious knowledge of art. 

Tech: React/Hooks, CSS, React Router, React Testing Library, Jest

Nine2 Five
Is an application designed for custodial workers with
developmental disabilities to schedule jobs. It displays the
users daily schedule and give them the opportunity to leave
feedback once the job is complete.  

Tech: React/Hooks. React Testing Library, React Router, CSS 

PERSONAL BACKGROUND

I’ve always enjoyed problem-solving,
helping, and teaching people. As a
former social worker, an agile
approach to problem-solving is
second nature to me. Software
development provides me with the
opportunity to combine my love of
problem-solving with my passion for
helping others to create far
reaching solutions using modern
JavaScript frameworks and libraries.
I can’t wait to grow these skills and
build solutions that allow me to
affect change on a larger scale.

Phone: (303) 994 5260
josephhaefling@protonmail.com 
github://Josephhaefling
linkedin://joe-haefling

Supervised 25+ employees who perform janitorial contract work at
Buckley Air Force Base
Coordinated janitorial Staff, Facility Managers, and Shift Supervisors
to insure that all daily work is completedACADEMIC BACKGROUND

Turing School of Software & Design 
Frontend Engineering Software
Development

Turing students invest over 1500 hours
across seven months in
becoming job-ready frontend software
developers.

https://github.com/Josephhaefling
https://www.linkedin.com/in/joe-haefling-971630123/

